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[57] ABSTRACT 

A method, system, computer program product, memory, and 
object-oriented system for resetting references to softWare 
structures after the softWare structures have been deleted. A 
softWare structure to be referenced or used by plural users in 
the same or different modules is created having an array or 
list of references to users, initialized to re?ect no current 
users of the softWare structure. A user softWare structure is 
created having a reference pointer, or pointer variable, 
initialized to re?ect no current referenced softWare structure. 
When the user softWare structure requests a reference to the 
referenced softWare structure, the reference pointer of the 
user softWare structure is assigned the value of the reference 
to the used softWare structure. The user softWare structure is 
registered With the used softWare structure by inserting a 
reference to the user softWare structure in the array, or list of 
users in the used softWare structure. When a user softWare 
structure relinquishes reference to the used softWare 
structure, the reference pointer of the user softWare structure 
is used to reference the used softWare structure. The array of 
users is accessed to delete the reference to the user softWare 
structure Which is relinquishing reference to the used soft 
Ware structure, thereby unregistering the user softWare struc 
ture. The reference pointer of the user softWare structure is 
set to Zero or null to re?ect no current reference for the user 

softWare structure. 

50 Claims, 11 Drawing Sheets 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR RESETTING 
REFERENCES TO DELETED SOFTWARE 

STRUCTURES 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is related to three commonly oWned 
co-pending patent applications: US. patent application Ser. 
No. 08/997,707, entitled “Method and Apparatus For Map 
ping Structured Information to Different Structured 
Information,” US. patent application Ser. No. 08/997,482, 
entitled “Object-Oriented System and Computer Program 
Product For Mapping Structured Information to Different 
Structured Information,” and US. patent application Ser. 
No. 08/997,705, entitled “Method and Apparatus For Pro 
viding a Graphical User Interface For Creating and Editing 
a Mapping of a First Structural Description to a Second 
Structural Description,” each ?led on Dec. 23, 1997, and 
incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

This invention relates generally to managing references to 
softWare structures. The present invention relates more 
speci?cally to resetting references to softWare structures 
after the softWare structures have been deleted. The inven 
tion is more speci?cally related to providing a registry of 
references to a softWare structure for ease of update of the 
references When the referenced softWare structure is deleted. 
The invention is also related to providing a registry of 
references to a softWare object for ease of update of the 
references When the referenced software object is deleted. 
The invention is further related to a method, system, com 
puter program product, memory, and obj ect-oriented system 
for providing a registry of users of a softWare object for ease 
of updating the users When the referenced softWare object is 
deleted. 

2. Discussion of the Background 

Object Oriented Programming (“OOP”) is a programming 
methodology in Which a program is vieWed as a collection 
of discrete objects that are self-contained collections of data 
structures and routines that interact With other objects. Many 
high-level languages, including C++, support the declaration 
of a class. The class is typically a template or detailed 
description of the objects or instances of objects Which Will 
be created or instantiated by a constructor function during 
program execution and destroyed by a destructor function 
When the object is no longer needed. A conversational 
reference to a class includes all of the objects currently in 
existence as a result of constructor calls. A class is made up 
of data items, structures, and methods. Data items corre 
spond to variables of prior programming art. Structures are 
named groupings of related data items and other structures. 
Methods correspond to functions and subroutines of prior 
programming art. 
An object-oriented frameWork is a reusable basic design 

structure, having abstract and concrete classes, that assists in 
building applications. 

The three main features of object oriented programming 
are inheritance, encapsulation, and polymorphism. Inherit 
ance alloWs a programmer to establish a general class, or a 
base class, With features Which are desirable for a Wide range 
of objects. For eXample, if a programmer designs a class 
polygon having certain features such as a closed conveX 
shape made up of plural straight lines joined pairWise at 
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2 
vertices, it is then possible to construct polygon subclasses 
such as triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons, and heXagons, 
all having the shared properties of the parent class polygon, 
With additional constraints on the number of sides to be 
alloWed for the objects generated. It is also possible, for 
eXample, to have subclasses of class quadrilateral such as 
rectangle and rhombus. The class polygon is considered a 
base class, in that instantiations of actual objects is per 
formed in its subclasses. HoWever, the class polygon estab 
lishes certain properties inherent to all of the subclasses for 
inheritance purposes. 

Encapsulation and polymorphism have already been 
described, and are already Well knoWn, in patents relating to 
object-oriented systems. A comprehensive discussion of 
OOP is provided in Coad, P. and Yourdon, E., Object 
Oriented Analysis, Second Edition, Prentice-Hall, Inc., NeW 
Jersey, 1991, and in Booch, G., Object-Oriented Analysis 
and Design with Applications, Second Edition, Addison 
Wesley Longman, California, 1994, Which are incorporated 
herein by reference. 
A string variable or a string literal is a data structure 

composed of a sequence of characters of the character set of 
a particular application. A null string, a nil string, or an 
empty string is a string Which contains no characters. 

Pointers and references in programming languages are 
data items having values that are equivalent to absolute 
computer memory addresses. In many high-level program 
ming languages, pointers are used to hold addresses of the 
?rst addressable unit of dynamically allocated computer 
memory. Computer memory is dynamically allocated for 
both data and instructions during compilation, loading, and 
eXecution of a program. For this invention, a softWare 
structure is an addressable collection of one or more soft 

Ware elements comprising data and/or instructions. Indi 
vidual elements of a softWare structure are stored contigu 
ously in some implementations, or are alternatively stored in 
non-contiguous storage locations, With references used to 
access the individual elements. 

If plural pointers, for eXample, have their values set to 
reference a particular instance of a softWare structure, and 
the softWare structure is deleted, the pointers typically no 
longer reference valid data or instructions for the current 
application. Applications typically are partitioned to have 
plural modules having interfaces for inter-module commu 
nication. For this invention, a module is a collection of 
routines and/or data structures that performs a particular task 
or implements a particular abstract data type. If the eXem 
plary plural pointers discussed above eXist in different 
modules, it is dif?cult to eXamine the pointers for validity 
before use. Use of a pointer that is no longer valid, for 
eXample, as a result of deletion of the referenced softWare 
structure, frequently causes a computer system crash. 
A reference counting technique in the related art involves 

allocation of storage for a numeric counter value With a 
reference to a neWly allocated softWare structure Whenever 
a softWare structure is requested Which alloWs plural users of 
the softWare structure. Referencing the softWare structure 
during program eXecution involves referencing the counter. 
The counter is incremented by a value of one each time a 
neW user establishes access to the softWare structure. The 

counter is decremented by a value of one each time a user 
relinquishes access to the softWare structure. When the 
counter value becomes Zero, the softWare structure is 
deleted, as the softWare structure is no longer needed When 
it has no users. A complete description of the related art 
reference count structure is provided in Meyers, S., More 
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E?ective C++, Addison Wesley Longman, Inc., 
Massachusetts, 1996, Which is incorporated herein by ref 
erence. 

The reference counting technique is utilized to track the 
number of users of a software object. One reason for using 
reference counting techniques is to eliminate redundant 
storage. In computer programming languages such as C and 
C++, a reference to a character string literal is a pointer to 
the ?rst character in the string. In some implementations, 
plural references to the same literal character string leads to 
excessive redundancy of the same values stored in computer 
memory. 

In other implementations, a compiler recogniZes the value 
of a character string as it parsed, creates the string, stores it 
in computer memory, and associates the address of the string 
With references to the string for users of the string. As users 
dynamically relinquish reference to the string, a used string 
must remain in existence until every user of the string 
relinquishes reference to the string. The reference counting 
technique establishes a counter of the current number of 
users of a particular softWare structure. As neW users of a 

softWare structure reference the softWare structure, the 
counter is incremented to re?ect the total number of users of 
the softWare structure. As softWare structures are updated to 
no longer reference the used softWare structure, the refer 
ence value is decremented to re?ect the current number of 
users of the used softWare structure. When the reference 
counter reaches a value of Zero, the used softWare structure 
is deleted, freeing up computer memory for other uses. If a 
system needs to delete the used softWare structure While 
there exists at least one user of the used softWare structure, 
there is no easy Way to inform users of the deletion of the 
used softWare structure that it is being deleted. 

FIGS. 1A and 1B illustrate an exemplary reference count 
ing scheme. FIG. 1A illustrates an exemplary reference 
counting scheme With a single USED OBJECT 40, a REF 
ERENCE COUNT in a REFERENCE COUNTED OBJECT 
38, and four user objects USER 1 object 30, USER 2 object 
32, USER 3 object 34, and USER 4 object 36. The REF 
ERENCE COUNT 38 contains a value of 4, re?ecting a total 
of four user objects currently using the USED OBJECT 40. 
ArroWs from each of the user objects to the REFERENCE 
COUNTED OBJECT 38 denote pointers from each user 
object to the REFERENCE COUNTED OBJECT 38. An 
arroW from the REFERENCE COUNT 38 to the USED 
OBJECT 40 denotes a pointer to the USED OBJECT 40. 

FIG. 1B illustrates the same reference counting scheme as 
shoWn in FIG. 1A, With only the USER 1 object 30 using the 
USED OBJECT 40. The USER 2 object 32, USER 3 object 
34, and USER 4 object 36 of FIG. 1A are no longer users of 
the USED OBJECT 40, and the REFERENCE COUNT 38 
contains a value of 1, re?ecting three feWer users of the 
USED OBJECT 40 than in FIG. 1A. If the USER 1 object 
30 relinquishes access to the USED OBJECT 40, the REF 
ERENCE COUNT 38 is updated to contain a value of Zero, 
signifying that there are no current users of the USED 
OBJECT 40, and that the USED OBJECT 40 is a candidate 
for deletion. 

Using the reference counting technique, if the referenced 
softWare structure is deleted When the counter value is Zero, 
the storage for the referenced softWare structure is typically 
returned to the operating system for other uses. 

If a user Who has not relinquished access to the softWare 
structure executes instructions to access the softWare struc 
ture after it is deleted, the results Would be unpredictable, but 
Would likely lead to addressability errors and a system crash. 
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The reference counting technique ensures that the used 
object exists as long as at least one user of the object exists. 
HoWever, situations exist Wherein a system needs to delete 
a used object and reset all user references to the used object 
to re?ect deletion of the used object for safety. In such cases, 
the reference counting technique is not appropriate. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, one object of this invention is to provide a 
novel method, system, computer program product, memory, 
and object-oriented system for resetting references to soft 
Ware structures. Exemplary softWare structures include soft 
Ware objects, data items, softWare routines, and modules. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide a novel 
method, system, computer program product, memory, and 
object-oriented system for resetting pointers to re?ect dele 
tion of a referenced softWare object When the referenced 
softWare object is deleted inside or outside the module of the 
referenced softWare object. 

These and other objects are accomplished by a method, 
system, computer program product, memory, and object 
oriented system for resetting references, such as pointers, to 
re?ect deletion of a referenced softWare structure, such as a 
softWare object, data item, softWare routine, or module, 
When the referenced softWare structure is deleted. 

An exemplary application for the present invention is 
resetting pointer values to Zero, or a null value, for pointers 
to a referenced softWare object, When the referenced soft 
Ware object is deleted inside or outside the module of the 
referenced softWare module. The present invention is cur 
rently implemented in C++, in an object-oriented 
framework, With softWare objects using other softWare 
objects in different modules. A softWare object to be used by 
other softWare objects is created in a module, and is refer 
enced by plural softWare objects in the same or other 
modules. The created softWare object is de?ned to have an 
array of users, used as a list of current users of the softWare 
object, initially set to have values of Zero, or null, in all array 
elements. Alternatively, the array of users is implemented in 
the format of a linked list of references to users, or in the 
format of an iterator structure or a list or vector of the 
Standard Template Library of C++. Other softWare objects 
Which establish reference to the created softWare object are 
derived from a common object-oriented class having a 
reference pointer to the type of the created softWare object 
for a softWare object attribute. 
When a softWare object establishes a reference to the 

created softWare object, the object is registered With the 
created softWare object by inserting a reference to the 
softWare object in the array of users of the created softWare 
object, for example, by inserting a pointer to the softWare 
object in the array of users in place of a Zero, or null, 
element. Alternatively, the name of the softWare object 
instance is inserted in the array of users. If the name of the 
softWare object instance is used, then a look-up is done to 
translate the name into an effective computer memory 
address When the name is referenced. The reference pointer 
of the softWare object is assigned a value of a reference to 
the created object. Alternatively, the reference pointer is 
maintained by assigning the name of the created object 
instance to the reference pointer. In this manner, the created 
object maintains a registry of all current users of the created 
object. 
When a user softWare object is deleted, or modi?ed to not 

reference the created object, the created softWare object is 
accessed by using the reference pointer value of the user 
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software object. The array of users is accessed in the created 
object, and the reference to the user software object is set to 
a value of Zero, signifying a null pointer. When the created, 
or referenced, softWare object is deleted, the array of users 
is accessed. For each non-Zero, or non-null reference in the 
array of users, the user softWare object referenced by the 
array element is accessed to be unregistered. The reference 
pointer of the user softWare object is then set to Zero, or null, 
for each user softWare object. In this manner, user softWare 
objects no longer reference a created referenced softWare 
object after the created object has been deleted, and users of 
the created softWare object have been unregistered. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

A more complete appreciation of the invention and many 
of the attendant advantages thereof Will be readily obtained 
as the same becomes better understood by reference to the 
folloWing detailed description When considered in connec 
tion With the accompanying draWings, Wherein: 

FIG. 1A illustrates an exemplary related art technique of 
reference counting, With four users illustrated; 

FIG. 1B illustrates an exemplary related art technique of 
reference counting, With one user illustrated; 

FIG. 2A illustrates an example of three registered users 
referencing a referenced object; 

FIG. 2B illustrates an example of tWo registered users 
referencing one referenced object, after a user has been 
unregistered; 

FIG. 2C illustrates an example of tWo users of an object 
Which has been deleted; 

FIG. 3A illustrates a logical ?oWchart for creating a 
referenced object; 

FIG. 3B illustrates a logical ?oWchart for registering a 
neW user of a referenced object; 

FIG. 3C illustrates a logical ?oWchart for unregistering a 
user of a referenced object; 

FIG. 3D illustrates a logical ?oWchart for deleting a 
referenced object and unregistering users of the object; 

FIG. 4A illustrates an object-oriented structure for a Map 
used object class for a referenced object and a MapPtrUser 
class for user objects; 

FIG. 4B is an object-oriented class diagram for a used 
object class and user object classes; 

FIG. 4C is an object diagram for registering a user of a 
Map object; 

FIG. 4D is an object diagram for deleting a used Map 
object; 

FIG. 4E is an object diagram for deleting and unregister 
ing a user object of the used Map object; and 

FIG. 5 illustrates a hardWare embodiment of the present 
invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring noW to the draWings, Wherein like reference 
numerals designate identical or corresponding parts 
throughout the several vieWs, and more particularly to FIGS. 
2A—2C thereof, there are illustrated exemplary user objects 
for a referenced object as a user object and the referenced 
object, respectively, are deleted. FIGS. 2A—2C are presented 
to convey theoretical diagrams of objects accessing other 
objects. For example, an object Would likely not have the 
address or the name of the object stored as part of the object 
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6 
itself. Therefore, an explanatory “ADDRESS: 1000” is 
intended to shoW that an object is located at computer 
memory address 1000. An explanatory “USER 1” is 
intended to communicate the concept of a ?rst user of the 
referenced object. An explanatory “REFERENCED 
OBJECT” is intended to communicate the concept of the 
referenced object. Neither the addresses of the objects 
themselves, nor the names of the objects themselves, are 
required to be stored as part of the objects, in reality. User 
objects minimally have values for reference pointers as 
shoWn, but not necessarily the string “REFERENCE 
POINTERz”. A referenced object minimally has values for 
an array of users as shoWn, but not necessarily the string 
“ARRAY OF USERSz”. 

For this example, a USER 1 object 100 is located at 
computer memory address 1000, having a REFERENCE 
POINTER 102 containing a reference to computer memory 
address 3000, Which is the computer memory address of a 
REFERENCED OBJECT 112. Alternatively, the reference 
pointer could be implemented as the name of the referenced 
object instance, and a further look-up could be used to 
translate the name into an absolute computer memory 
address When needed. A USER 2 object 104 is located at 
computer memory address 2000, having a REFERENCE 
POINTER 106 containing a reference to computer memory 
address 3000. A USER 3 object 108 is located at computer 
memory address 7000, having a REFERENCE POINTER 
110 containing a reference to computer memory address 
3000. 
The REFERENCED OBJECT 112 is located at computer 

memory address 3000 having an ARRAY OF USERS 114. 
ArroWs from each of the user objects to the REFERENCED 
OBJECT 112 denote the reference pointer, having a value of 
3000, from each object to the REFERENCED OBJECT 112. 
The ARRAY OF USERS 114 represents a list of references 
to users of the REFERENCED OBJECT 112. Alternatively, 
the list of references to users could be implemented using a 
linked list or iterator structure or C++ Standard Templates 
such as list and vector. The REFERENCED OBJECT 112 is 
illustrated in FIGS. 2A and 2B as containing a list in the 
form of an array. HoWever, the list of users could be 
represented in storage not contiguous to the REFERENCED 
OBJECT 112, for example, as a linked list Wherein a pointer 
to the list is maintained as a part of the REFERENCED 
OBJECT 112, and the list is stored in dynamically allocated 
computer memory. Alternatively, the list of references could 
be maintained as a list of names of users. 

For this example, the ?rst value of 1000 in the ARRAY 
OF USERS 114 signi?es that the USER 1 object 100, 
located at computer memory address 1000, is a current user 
of REFERENCED OBJECT 112. The second value of 2000 
in the ARRAY OF USERS 114 signi?es that the USER 2 
object 104, located at computer memory address 2000, is a 
current user of the REFERENCED OBJECT 112. The third 
value of 7000 in the ARRAY OF USERS 114 signi?es that 
the USER 3 object 108, located at computer memory address 
7000, is a current user of the REFERENCED OBJECT 112. 
The fourth, and succeeding values of Zero in the ARRAY OF 
USERS 114 signify empty, or null references. 

If the USER 2 object 104 of FIG. 2A is destroyed or 
updated to no longer reference the REFERENCED OBJECT 
112, the ARRAY OF USERS 114 of FIG. 2A is updated by 
setting the second entry of the ARRAY OF USERS 114, 
Which contains a value of a reference to the USER 2 object 
104 in FIG. 2A, to a value of Zero. FIG. 2B illustrates the 
same example as in FIG. 2A, after the USER 2 object 104 
of FIG. 2A has been updated to no longer reference the 
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REFERENCED OBJECT 112. The USER 1 object 100 at 
computer memory address 1000 has the REFERENCE 
POINTER 102, having a value of 3000. The USER 3 object 
108 at computer memory address 7000 has the REFER 
ENCE POINTER 110, having a value of 3000. The REF 
ERENCED OBJECT 112, located at computer memory 
address 3000, has the ARRAY OF USERS 114 With a second 
value of Zero, signifying an empty, or null reference. 

In order to delete the REFERENCED OBJECT 112 of 
FIG. 2B, the ARRAY OF USERS 114 is examined to 
determine non-empty, or non-null references to the REFER 
ENCED OBJECT 112. TWo references having values of 
1000 and 7000 respectively are determined to be non-empty, 
or non-null references in FIG. 2B. The reference of 1000 
refers to the USER 1 object 100, and the REFERENCE 
POINTER 102 of the USER 1 object 100 is updated to 
re?ect a value of Zero for an empty, or null reference to a 
used object. The reference value of 7000 denotes a reference 
to the USER 3 object 108, and the REFERENCE POINTER 
110 of the USER 3 object 108 is updated to a value of Zero 
to re?ect an empty, or a null reference to a used object. The 
REFERENCED OBJECT 112 is then a candidate for 
deletion, as all registered users have been unregistered. FIG. 
2C illustrates the USER 1 object 100 and the USER 3 object 
108 after deletion of the REFERENCED OBJECT 112. 

FIG. 3A illustrates an exemplary logical ?oWchart shoW 
ing a ?oW of execution for creation of a referenced object for 
the present invention, and for initialiZation of the array, or 
list of users of the referenced object to re?ect no current 
users. After starting, step 200 sets a variable MAX to a value 
of the maximum number of users for a referenced object in 
the system. MAX is used in creating a referenced object for 
allocating adequate space for an array of users. This step 
may be unnecessary if an alternative representation, such as 
a dynamically allocated linked list, is used to store refer 
ences to users of the referenced object. Step 204 then creates 
the referenced object, allocating space for the array of users, 
Which corresponds to the ARRAY OF USERS 114 of FIGS. 
2A and 2B. The array of users is initialiZed iteratively by 
setting all array entries to a value of Zero to indicate no 
current users of the referenced object. Step 206 sets an index 
i to a value of Zero to initiate a loop for initialiZing the array. 
Step 208 sets an ith element of the array of users to a value 
of Zero as the iterating step of the initialiZing loop. Step 210 
increments the index i by one. Step 212 determines if the 
index i is less than the value of MAX. If the value of i is 
greater than or equal to MAX, the loop is exited and control 
is returned to the system. If the value of i is less than MAX, 
?oW proceeds to step 208 to continue initialiZation of the 
array of users. This initialiZation is performed at the time of 
construction of the referenced object. 

FIG. 3B illustrates a logical ?oWchart shoWing the ?oW of 
execution for registration of a neW user of a referenced 
object. After starting, step 240 sets a pointer to contain the 
address of the neW user. This pointer Will be used to insert 
the address of the neW user in an array of users in the 
referenced object. The neW user corresponds, for example, 
to the USER 1 object 100 of FIGS. 2A—2C. The array of 
users corresponds to the ARRAY OF USERS 114 of FIGS. 
2A and 2B. 

Step 244 then sets an index i to have a value of Zero. The 
index i Will be used to iterate through the array of users to 
determine a Zero, or null, element Which is eligible to be 
assigned the address of the neW user to register the neW user. 
Step 246 then determines if the ith element of an array of 
users has a value of Zero. If it is determined to have a 

non-Zero value, step 248 increments the value of i by one, 
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8 
and step 250 determines if the neW value of the index i is less 
than MAX. If the value of i is determined to be greater than 
or equal to MAX, ?oW proceeds to step 252 for an error 
handler and control is returned to the system, as there are 
more requesting users of the referenced object than the 
design accommodates. If the value of i is determined to be 
less than MAX in step 250, the ?oW proceeds to step 246 to 
continue searching for a non-Zero, or non-null array element. 
If the ith element of the array of users is determined to be 
equal to Zero in step 246, ?oW proceeds to step 254, Wherein 
the ith element of the array of users is set to have a value of 
the pointer, Which is the address of the neWly created user, 
thereby registering the user. Control is then returned to the 
system. 

FIG. 3C illustrates a logical ?oWchart to exemplify the 
?oW of execution to unregister a user of a used object. The 
user corresponds, for example, to the USER 1 object 100 of 
FIGS. 2A—2C. The used object corresponds to the REFER 
ENCED OBJECT 112 of FIGS. 2A and 2B. After starting, 
step 280 sets a pointer variable Ptr to have a value of the 
address of a user. This pointer value Will be used to itera 
tively search the array of users of the used object to delete 
the value, thereby unregistering the user. Step 282 sets an 
index value i to Zero. The index i is used to iterate through 
the array of users searching for a reference to the user object 
requesting to be unregistered. Step 284 determines if the ith 
element of the array of users of the used object has a value 
of the address of the user. If step 284 determines that it does, 
step 292 sets the ith element of the array of users to a value 
of Zero, thereby unregistering the user. Control is then 
returned to the system. 

If step 284 determines that the ith element of the array of 
users is not equal to the address of the user, ?oW proceeds 
to step 286 Where the index i is incremented by one. Step 
288 then determines if the index i has a value less than 
MAX. If step 288 determines that it does not, ?oW proceeds 
to step 290 for an error handler and control is returned to the 
system, as the user requesting to be unregistered is not 
registered. If it is determined in step 288 that i has a value 
less than MAX, ?oW proceeds to step 284 to continue 
iteratively searching for a reference to the user. 

FIG. 3D illustrates an exemplary logical ?oWchart shoW 
ing a ?oW of execution for deleting a referenced object. FIG. 
3D is not presented to shoW a conditional deletion but 
presents a process Which unconditionally performs deletion. 
The referenced object corresponds to the REFERENCED 
OBJECT 112 of FIGS. 2A and 2B. After starting, step 300 
sets an index i to have a value of Zero. For each of FIGS. 3A, 
3B, 3C, and 3D, the index i is a generic iterating index used 
to step through loops in the respective ?gures. The index i 
of any one of FIGS. 3A—3D does not correspond to the index 
i of any other one of the FIGS. 3A—3D. The index i of FIG. 
3D is used to iterate through the array of users to determine 
all non-Zero or non-null elements so that all registered users 
are updated not to have a reference to the referenced object 
before the referenced object is deleted. 

Step 302 sets a variable Ptr to have a value of the ith 
element of the array of users. Step 304 determines if the 
variable Ptr has a value of Zero. If step 304 determines that 
Ptr does not have a value of Zero, the value of Ptr is used as 
a reference to a user object to set its reference pointer to have 
a value of Zero, and ?oW then proceeds to step 308. The user 
object corresponds, for example, to the USER 1 object 100 
of FIGS. 2A—2C. The reference pointer corresponds, for 
example, to the REFERENCE POINTER 102 of FIGS. 
2A—2C. Setting the reference pointer of the user object to 
Zero updates the user object to longer access the referenced 
object. 
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If step 304 determines that Ptr has a value of Zero, ?oW 
proceeds to step 308 Where the index i is incremented by 
one. Step 310 determines if the indeX i has a value less than 
MAX. If step 310 determines that i does not have a value 
less than MAX, then ?oW proceeds to step 312 Where the 
referenced object is deleted, as all users have been 
unregistered, and control returns to the system. If step 310 
determines that indeX i has a value less than MAX, then ?oW 
returns to step 302 to continue iterating through the array of 
users so that reference pointers for all user objects Will be 
updated to have a value of Zero before the referenced object 
is deleted. 

Conditional deletion of the referenced object is possible 
using the structures of FIGS. 2A and 2B by checking the list 
of users of the referenced object to determine if there are any 
non-null references to users. If the list of users is empty, or 
if all entries are Zero or null, the referenced object is a 
candidate for deletion. 

FIGS. 4A and 4B are presented to illustrate an eXample of 
an actual object-oriented implementation of the registration 
of user objects for a used object Map 400. The implemen 
tation is related to currently pending patent applications for 
a method and obj ect-oriented system for mapping structured 
information to different structured information. FIG. 4A 
illustrates the structure of the class MAP 400 and a class 
MapPtrUser 402. The MAP 400 corresponds to the REF 
ERENCED OBJECT 112 of FIGS. 2A and 2B. The class 
Map 400 has an array AtrMapPtrUserRegistration 404 of 20 
elements of type pointer to MapPtrUser. The array AtrMapP 
trUserRegistration 404 is used to register user objects of the 
Map 400, and corresponds to the ARRAY OF USERS 114 
discussed previously With regard to FIGS. 2A and 2B. A 
method Map 406 is the constructor for the class Map 400, 
and is used to create a used object Map 400. The logical How 
of creation of the Map 400 has been described previously 
With regard to creation of the REFERENCEDOBJECT of 
FIG. 3A. Amethod ~Map 408 is a destructor method for the 
class Map 400, and is used to delete the used, or referenced 
object Map 400. The logical How of deletion of the Map 400 
has been described previously With regard to deletion of the 
REFERENCEDOBJECT of FIG. 3D. 
A method registerMapPtrUser 410 is a method for regis 

tering users of an object Map 400. The logical How of 
registering users of the Map 400 has been described previ 
ously With regard to registering the NEWUSER of FIG. 3B. 
A method unregisterMapPtrUser 428 is used to unregister 
users of an object Map 400. The class MapPtrUser 402 has 
a data item AtrMapPtr 440 Which is type pointer to Map. A 
method ~MapPtrUser 442 is used to destruct users of the 
object Map 400. A method resetMapPtr 444 is used to reset 
pointers to the object Map 400 When it is desired to longer 
reference the object Map 400. A method setMapPtr 446 is 
used to set pointers to the referenced object Map 400. 

FIG. 4B illustrates an object-oriented class structure for 
the used object MAP 400 and the user object MapPtrUser 
402. The MAP 400 corresponds to the REFERENCED 
OBJECT 112 of FIGS. 2A and 2B. The instances of classes 
derived from the MapPtrUser 402 correspond to the user 
objects, for eXample, USER 1 object 100, USER 2 object 
104, and USER 3 object 108 previously discussed With 
regard to FIGS. 2A—2C. A class MapService 440, a class 
MapCreateEditService 442, a class DTDMapTransform 
erService 444, a class MapEdit 446, and a class DTDMa 
pEdit 448 are derived from the class MapPtrUser 402. 
HoWever, the Map class 400 does not need information 
regarding What classes are derived from the class MapP 
trUser 402. The Map class 400 only needs information 
regarding the base class, MapPtrUser 402. 
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FIG. 4C is an object diagram for registering a user of a 

Map Object 400. The logical ?oW for this has been discussed 
previously With regard to FIG. 3B. The Map Object 400 
corresponds to the Map 400 discussed previously With 
regard to FIGS. 4A and 4B. AMapPtrUser or Derived Class 
object of MapPtrUser 456 corresponds to the MapPtrUser 
402, the class MapService 440, the class MapCreateEdit 
Service 442, the class DTDMapTransformerService 444, the 
class MapEdit 446, and the class DTDMapEdit 448 dis 
cussed previously With regard to FIGS. 4A and 4B, and to 
the NEWUSER discussed previously With regard to step 240 
of FIG. 3B. Each instantiated object of a derived class of the 
MapPtrUser 402 has an AtrMapPtr 430 as illustrated in FIG. 
4A. The Map Object 400 has the array AtrMapPtrUserReg 
istration 404 as illustrated in FIG. 4A, Which corresponds to 
the ARRAYOFUSERS discussed previously With regard to 
step 246 and step 254 of FIG. 3B. 
A softWare object Some Object 450 sends a pointer 

having a value of a pointer to the Map Object 400 to an 
instantiated object of the MapPtrUser or Derived Class 
object of MapPtrUser 456 by calling a method setMapPtr 
452, sending a MapPtr value 452, Which is the value of the 
pointer to the Map Object 400. In FIG. 4C, the pointer value 
MapPtr 452 is assumed to be non-Zero and different from the 
address already eXisting in the AtrMapPtr 430 as shoWn in 
FIG. 4A. The MapPtrUser or Derived Class object of 
MapPtrUser 456 then calls a method registerMapPtrUser 
454, sending a ‘this’ 454 as a parameter. This means that the 
MapPtrUser or Derived Class object of MapPtrUser 456 is 
registering itself With the referenced object Map Object 400. 
In the C++ programming language, an object references 
itself using the keyWord ‘this.’ If the value of the MapPtr 452 
is Zero and the value of the AtrMapPtr 430 for MapPtrUser 
or Derived Class object of MapPtrUser 456 is non-Zero, then 
the MapPtrUser or Derived Class object of MapPtrUser 456 
Will need to be unregistered. If the values of Mapptr 452 and 
AtrMapPtr 430 are the same, no action is taken, as the 
MapPtrUser or Derived Class object of MapPtrUser 456 is 
already registered With the current Map Object 400. 

FIG. 4D is an object diagram for deleting a referenced 
Map Object 400. The logical ?oW for this deletion has been 
discussed previously With regard to FIG. 3D. The Map 
Object 400 corresponds to the Map 400 discussed previously 
With regard to FIGS. 4A and 4B and to the Map Object 400 
of FIG. 4C, and to the REFERENCEDOBJECT in step 312 
of FIG. 3D. A MapPtrUser or Derived Class object of 
MapPtrUser 456 corresponds to the MapPtrUser or Derived 
Class object of MapPtrUser 456 discussed previously With 
regard to FIG. 4C, and to the RefPtr in step 306 of FIG. 3D. 
A Some Object 450 calls a method delete 458 to delete the 
Map Object 400. In response, the Map Object 400 calls a 
method resetMapPtr 460 for every user registered in the 
array AtrMapPtrRegistration 404 of FIG. 4A. For every 
registered user, a MapPtrUser or Derived Class object of 
MapPtrUser 456 is referenced to set the AtrMapPtr 430 of 
FIG. 4A to re?ect no current reference to a referenced Map 
Object 400. The Map Object 400 is then deleted from the 
system. In this Way, all the registered users of the referenced 
object get their references set to Zero, or null, to re?ect no 
current reference to a referenced Map Object 400, before the 
referenced object is deleted. 

FIG. 4E is an object diagram for deleting and unregister 
ing a user object referencing a Map Object 400. The logical 
?oW for unregistering a user object has been discussed 
previously With regard to FIG. 3C. The Map Object 400 
corresponds to the Map 400 discussed previously With 
regard to FIGS. 4A and 4B and to the Map Object 400 of 
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FIG. 4C. A MapPtrUser or Derived Class object of MapP 
trUser 456 corresponds to the MapPtrUser or Derived Class 
object of MapPtrUser 456 discussed previously With regard 
to FIGS. 4C and 4D, to the MapPtrUser 402 discussed 
previously With regard to FIGS. 4A and 4B, and to the USER 
in step 280 of FIG. 3C. 
ASome Object 450 calls a method delete 462 to delete the 

MapPtrUser or Derived Class object of MapPtrUser 456. 
The MapPtrUser or Derived Class object of MapPtrUser 456 
then calls a method unregisterMapPtrUser 464 to unregister 
the user object from the array AtrMapPtrUserRegistration 
404 of FIG. 4A for the Map Object 400 of FIG. 4E. The 
called method unregisterMapPtrUser 464 corresponds to the 
method unregisterMapPtrUser 412 discussed previously 
With regard to FIG. 4A. The array AtrMapPtrUserRegistra 
tion 404 of FIG. 4A is then searched to unregister the calling 
user object. The user object is then a candidate for deletion 
from the system. 

The application of the current technique is not limited to 
the objects illustrated in FIGS. 4A—4E. It is frequently 
dif?cult to control access to memory Which has been allo 
cated to data Which has noW been deleted in an embedded 
system. The current technique can be used to ensure pointers 
are updated to re?ect deletion if a referenced memory area 
is deleted from the system. Therefore, if desired, the only 
test required to construct softWare is to test if the pointer 
value is Zero, or null, or re?ects deletion of a referenced area, 
before using the pointer. The present invention ensures that 
When the pointer value does not re?ect deletion of a used 
softWare object, the referenced softWare object eXists and 
can be used, thus eliminating core dumps or system hang 
ups caused by the use of non-Zero or non-null pointers When 
the referenced softWare object has been deleted. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an eXemplary hardWare con?guration 
upon Which the invention may be implemented. AWorksta 
tion 500 has component parts a Display Controller 534, a 
Central Processing Unit (“CPU”) 502, a Random Access 
Memory (“RAM”) 504, a Read Only Memory (“ROM”) 
506, an Input Controller 508, connected to a Keyboard 510 
and a Mouse 512, a System Bus 514, a Hard Disk 516 and 
a Floppy Drive 518 connected to a Disk Controller 520, a 
Comm Controller 522 connected to a Network 524, and an 
Input/Output (“I/O”) Controller 526 connected to a Hard 
Disk 530 and a Printer 528, and a Cathode Ray Tube 
(“CR ”) 532 connected to the Display Controller 534. The 
System Bus 514 connects the CPU 502, the RAM 504, the 
ROM 506, the Input Controller 508, the Disk Controller 520, 
the Comm Controller 522, the I/O Controller 526, and the 
Display Controller 534 for transmitting data over the con 
nection line. 

For eXample, the computer code generated for execution 
is loaded into the RAM 504 for execution by the CPU 502, 
using the System Bus 514, With input ?les stored on the Hard 
Disk 530, With other input coming from the Keyboard 510 
and the Mouse 512 through the Input Controller 508, and 
from the Hard Disk 516 and the Floppy Drive 518, through 
the Disk Controller 520, onto the System Bus 514. The 
System Bus 514 interacts With the ROM 506, the NetWork 
524, and the Comm Controller 522. 

This invention may be conveniently implemented using a 
conventional general purpose digital computer or micropro 
cessor programmed according to the teachings of the present 
speci?cation, as Will be apparent to those skilled in the 
computer art. Appropriate softWare coding can readily be 
prepared by skilled programmers based on the teachings of 
the present disclosure, as Will be apparent to those skilled in 
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the softWare art. The invention may also be implemented by 
the preparation of application speci?c integrated circuits or 
by interconnecting an appropriate netWork of conventional 
component circuits, as Will be readily apparent to those 
skilled in the art. 

The present invention includes a computer program prod 
uct Which is a storage medium including instructions Which 
can be used to program a computer to perform a process of 
the invention. The storage medium can include, but is not 
limited to, any type of disk including ?oppy disks, optical 
discs, CD-ROMs, and magneto-optical disks, ROMs, 
RAMs, EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards, or 
any type of media suitable for storing electronic instructions. 

Obviously, numerous modi?cations and variations of the 
present invention are possible in light of the above teach 
ings. It is therefore to be understood that Within the scope of 
the appended claims, the invention may be practiced other 
Wise than as speci?cally described herein. 
What is claimed as neW and desired to be secured by 

Letters Patent of the United States is: 
1. A computer implemented method for managing refer 

ences to softWare structures, comprising the steps of: 
creating a ?rst softWare structure having a list of refer 

ences to users of the ?rst softWare structure; 
creating a reference to the ?rst softWare structure for a 

second softWare structure; and 
adding a reference to the second softWare structure to the 

list of references to users of the ?rst softWare structure. 
2. A method according to claim 1, Wherein: 
the step of creating the ?rst softWare structure comprises: 
creating the ?rst softWare structure to have the list of 

references to users include a list of addresses of the 
users of the ?rst softWare structure; 

the step of creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure comprises: 

creating the reference to the ?rst softWare structure to 
include an address of the ?rst softWare structure for the 
second softWare structure; and 

the step of adding the reference comprises: 
adding the reference to the second softWare structure, the 

reference to the second softWare structure including an 
address of the second softWare structure, to the list of 
references to users of the ?rst softWare structure. 

3. A method according to claim 1, Wherein: 
the step of creating the ?rst softWare structure comprises: 
creating the ?rst softWare structure to have the list of 

references to users include a list of names of the users 

of the ?rst softWare structure; 
the step of creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 

structure comprises: 
creating the reference to the ?rst softWare structure to 

include a name of the ?rst softWare structure for the 
second softWare structure; and 

the step of adding the reference comprises: 
adding the reference to the second softWare structure, the 

reference to the second softWare structure including a 
name of the second softWare structure, to the list of 
references to users of the ?rst softWare structure. 

4. A method according to claim 1, Wherein: 
the step of creating the ?rst softWare structure comprises: 
creating the ?rst softWare structure to include a ?rst 

softWare object Which has the list of references to users 
of the ?rst softWare structure; and 

the step of creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure comprises: 
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creating the reference to the ?rst software structure for a 
second software structure Which includes a second 
softWare object. 

5. A method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
steps of: 

processing the list of references to users of the ?rst 
softWare structure to obtain the reference to the second 
softWare structure; and 

setting the reference to the ?rst softWare structure of the 
second softWare structure to indicate deletion of the 
?rst softWare structure using the reference to the second 
softWare structure obtained by the processing step. 

6. A method according to claim 5, further comprising the 
step of: 

deleting the ?rst softWare structure. 
7. A method according to claim 1, further comprising the 

steps of: 
obtaining the list of references to users of the ?rst soft 

Ware structure; 

deleting the reference to the second softWare structure 
from the list of references to users of the ?rst softWare 
structure; and 

deleting the second softWare structure. 
8. A method according to claim 7, Wherein: 
the step of obtaining the list of references to users of the 

?rst softWare structure further comprises: 
obtaining the reference to the ?rst softWare structure of 

the second softWare structure; and 
obtaining the list of references to users of the ?rst soft 

Ware structure using the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure Which has been obtained. 

9. A method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
steps of: 

obtaining the list of references to users of the ?rst soft 
Ware structure; 

deleting the reference to the second softWare structure 
from the list of references to users of the ?rst softWare 
structure; and 

modifying the reference to the ?rst softWare structure of 
the second softWare structure to a rnodi?ed reference 
value. 

10. A method according to claim 9, Wherein: 
the step of obtaining the list of references to users of the 

?rst softWare structure further comprises: 
obtaining the reference to the ?rst softWare structure of 

the second softWare structure; and 
obtaining the list of references to users of the ?rst soft 

Ware structure using the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure Which has been obtained. 

11. Arnethod according to claim 1, further comprising the 
steps of: 

creating a reference to the ?rst softWare structure for a 
third softWare structure; and 

adding a reference to the third softWare structure to the list 
of references to users of the ?rst softWare structure. 

12. A method according to claim 11, further comprising 
the steps of: 

processing the list of references to users of the ?rst 
softWare structure to obtain the reference to the second 
softWare structure; 

setting the reference to the ?rst softWare structure of the 
second softWare structure to indicate deletion of the 
?rst softWare structure using the reference to the second 
softWare structure Which has been obtained; 
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14 
processing the list of references to users of the ?rst 

softWare structure to obtain the reference to the third 
softWare structure; and 

setting the reference to the ?rst softWare structure of the 
third softWare structure to indicate deletion of the ?rst 
softWare structure using the reference to the third 
softWare structure Which has been obtained. 

13. A system for managing references to softWare struc 
tures for implementation by a computer, comprising: 

a storage H16 ans; 

means for creating a ?rst softWare structure having a list 
of references to users of the ?rst softWare structure; 

means for creating a reference to the ?rst softWare struc 
ture for a second softWare structure; and 

means for adding a reference to the second softWare 
structure to the list of references to users of the ?rst 
softWare structure. 

14. A system according to claim 13, Wherein: 
the means for creating the ?rst softWare structure corn 

prises: 
rneans for creating the ?rst softWare structure to have the 

list of references to users include a list of addresses of 
the users of the ?rst softWare structure; 

the means for creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure comprises: 

means for creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure to include an address of the ?rst softWare 
structure for the second softWare structure; and 

the means for adding the reference comprises: 
means for adding the reference to the second softWare 

structure, the reference to the second softWare structure 
including an address of the second softWare structure, 
to the list of references to users of the ?rst softWare 
structure. 

15. A system according to claim 13, Wherein: 
the means for creating the ?rst softWare structure corn 

prises: 
rneans for creating the ?rst softWare structure to have the 

list of references to users include a list of names of the 
users of the ?rst softWare structure; 

the means for creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure comprises: 

means for creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure to include a name of the ?rst softWare struc 

ture for the second softWare structure; and 

the means for adding the reference comprises: 
means for adding the reference to the second softWare 

structure, the reference to the second softWare structure 
including a name of the second softWare structure, to 
the list of references to users of the ?rst softWare 
structure. 

16. A system according to claim 13, Wherein: 
the means for creating a ?rst softWare structure corn 

prises: 
rneans for creating the ?rst softWare structure to include 

a ?rst softWare object Which has the list of references 
to users of the ?rst softWare structure; and 

the means for creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure comprises: 

means for creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure for a second softWare structure Which includes 
a second softWare object. 

17. A system according to claim 13, further comprising: 
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means for processing the list of references to users of the 
?rst software structure to obtain the reference to the 
second softWare structure; and 

means for setting the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure of the second softWare structure to indicate 
deletion of the ?rst softWare structure using the refer 
ence to the second softWare structure obtained by the 
means for processing the list of references to users of 
the ?rst softWare structure. 

18. A system according to claim 17, further comprising: 
means for deleting the ?rst softWare structure. 
19. A system according to claim 13, further comprising: 
means for obtaining the list of references to users of the 

?rst softWare structure; 
means for deleting the reference to the second softWare 

structure from the list of references to users of the ?rst 
softWare structure; and 

means for deleting the second softWare structure. 
20. A system according to claim 19, Wherein: 
the means for obtaining the list of references to users of 

the ?rst softWare structure further comprises: 
means for obtaining the reference to the ?rst softWare 

structure of the second softWare structure; and 
means for obtaining the list of references to users of the 

?rst softWare structure using the reference to the ?rst 
softWare structure Which has been obtained. 

21. A system according to claim 13, further comprising: 
means for obtaining the list of references to users of the 

?rst softWare structure; 
means for deleting the reference to the second softWare 

structure from the list of references to users of the ?rst 
softWare structure; and 

means for modifying the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure of the second softWare structure to a modi?ed 
reference value. 

22. A system according to claim 21, Wherein: 
the means for obtaining the list of references to users of 

the ?rst softWare structure further comprises: 
means for obtaining the reference to the ?rst softWare 

structure of the second softWare structure; and 
means for obtaining the list of references to users of the 

?rst softWare structure using the reference to the ?rst 
softWare structure obtained by the means for obtaining 
the reference to the ?rst softWare structure of the 
second softWare structure. 

23. A system according to claim 13, further comprising: 
means for creating a reference to the ?rst softWare struc 

ture for a third softWare structure; and 
means for adding a reference to the third softWare struc 

ture to the list of references to users of the ?rst softWare 
structure. 

24. A system according to claim 23, further comprising: 
means for processing the list of references to users of the 

?rst softWare structure to obtain the reference to the 
second softWare structure; 

means for setting the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure of the second softWare structure to indicate 
deletion of the ?rst softWare structure using the refer 
ence to the second softWare structure Which has been 
obtained by the means for processing the list of refer 
ences to users of the ?rst softWare structure to obtain 

the reference to the second softWare structure; 
means for processing the list of references to users of the 

?rst softWare structure to obtain the reference to the 
third softWare structure; and 
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means for setting the reference to the ?rst softWare 

structure of the third softWare structure to indicate 
deletion of the ?rst softWare structure using the refer 
ence to the third softWare structure Which has been 

5 obtained by the means for processing the list of refer 
ences to users of the ?rst softWare structure to obtain 
the reference to the third softWare structure. 

25. A computer program product including a computer 
readable medium for managing references to softWare 

10 structures, comprising: 
means for creating a ?rst softWare structure having a list 

of references to users of the ?rst softWare structure; 

means for creating a reference to the ?rst softWare struc 
ture for a second softWare structure; and 

means for adding a reference to the second softWare 
structure to the list of references to users of the ?rst 
softWare structure. 

26. A computer program product according to claim 25, 
Wherein: 

the means for creating the ?rst softWare structure com 
prises: 

means for creating the ?rst softWare structure to have the 
list of references to users include a list of addresses of 
the users of the ?rst softWare structure; 

the means for creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure comprises: 

means for creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure to include an address of the ?rst softWare 
structure for the second softWare structure; and 

the means for adding the reference comprises: 
means for adding the reference to the second softWare 

structure, the reference to the second softWare structure 
including an address of the second softWare structure, 
to the list of references to users of the ?rst softWare 
structure. 

27. A computer program product according to claim 25, 
Wherein: 

the means for creating the ?rst softWare structure com 
prises: 

means for creating the ?rst softWare structure to have the 
list of references to users include a list of names of the 
users of the ?rst softWare structure; 

the means for creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure comprises: 

means for creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure to include a name of the ?rst softWare struc 
ture for the second softWare structure; and 

the means for adding the reference comprises: 
means for adding the reference to the second softWare 

structure, the reference to the second softWare structure 
including a name of the second softWare structure, to 
the list of references to users of the ?rst softWare 
structure. 

28. A computer program product according to claim 25, 
Wherein: 

the means for creating a ?rst softWare structure com 
prises: 

means for creating the ?rst softWare structure to include 
a ?rst softWare object Which has the list of references 
to users of the ?rst softWare structure; and 

the means for creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure comprises: 

means for creating the reference to the ?rst softWare 
structure for a second softWare structure Which includes 
a second softWare object. 
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